








































The  A.S. Judiciary meets at noon 
today in the 
council chambers at the 
Student 
Union. The meeting will 
reconsider the original
 invalidation by 





























Despite troubles on other state 
university and college 
campuses, San 
Jose 
State  University's financial aids 
department is continuing with no 








 that were 
released 
Tuesday  by 
the























Sonoma  State 
College. 
SJSU was not included in this audit, 
Ryan said. This was due to the fact that 
San Jose has the largest financial aids 
program in 
the state university system 































































































initiated  by 
the trustees



























The six state 
audit reports were
 
released only after threats
 of a law suit 
had been 
forwarded  by the 
San 
Francisco  Chronicle 
to
 Chancellor 
























































The newly -formed Farm Workers 
Support committee plans to picket the 
Safeway
 store 
at Fifth and Julian 
streets tomorrow between 10 a.m. and 6 
p.m. since Safeway sells 
non-union  
lettuce. 
The support committee, hoping to 
receive official recognition, is also 
planning to get in touch with as many 
SJSU students as possible to inform 
them, and get them to participate in the 
boycott. 
































22 -year -old 
spokesman
 for the 
San  Jose 
Boycott
 Center. 
The 10 -month 
veteran worker
 at the 
Boycott 
Center,  937 
Locust
 St., spoke 
softly, but 
sternly,  about the 
activities  
of the
 Center and its 
relationship
 to the 
farm 
worker's  union. 
Over




 of Cesar 
Chavez,
 founder and 
leader
 of the






his  desk sat 
scattered  














 from  









rooms  of the 
house  came 












 who live 
and work out



































See back page 
members last Wednesday 
evening
 said 
the United Farm 









was in its most 
"critical stage,
 
but spirit and 
sympathy
 will help it 
survive." 
Ramos, was referring
 to opposition 
from the 



















 professor of 
electric 
engineering  and 
faculty 
organizer  for the 
committee,hopes  to 
get
 the necessary 





The committee plans to set up a table 
in front of the Student Union and 
arrange 





 "to inform 
the  
people





committee  also 
hopes  to have 
weekly meetings
 in order to stay 
in 
touch with students. 





 the UFW. 
"We want to avoid the 
opportunism  




 Kurzweil. "This 
is for the Farm 






 cites budget  
surplus
 
By Brad BoWnger 
SANTA CLARA  Charging
 that legislative analyst A. 
Alan  
Post made a $250 million error in 
predicted
 budget cutbacks 
if Proposition One is approved, Gov. Ron -aid 
Reagan said last 
night that the 
1974-75
 state budget will increase by $500 
million even if his
 controversial tax initiative is approved. 
Reagan defended




would  reduce taxes
 on personal income
 to 7 per cent 
over the next





forum  at the Little 
New  Yorker 
restaurant.
 
The governor addressed himself specifically to the 
legislative analyst's charge that state expenditures would 
have to be curtailed by $620 million next year if the 
proposition is passed Nov.
 6. 
"We have found Mr. 
Post wrong before on 
controversial 
issues," 
Reagan said. "The budget 
of
 the state of California 
will
 go up $500 million 
 not down $620 
million  or $370 
million." 
Reagan 
said a report by his aides to be released next week 
will prove that the 
state's revenue will increase and that 
increase in personal income will bring 
in









decrease  in the 




 which the 
proposition 
calls  for during 





analysis  is 
incorrect
 and he and 
other critics 
fear  
anything that will limit the government's
 ability to spend," 
Reagan said. 




response  to questions from the 
audience following his 
speech, Reagan said 
his critics are wrong
 in saying the 
passage  of his proposition
 will cause cutbacks
 in local 
programs
 and shift the tax burden
 to the property tax 
payer.  
The governor did 
not,  however, get specific about Post's 
charge that a 
loophole in the initiative will force
 the cost of 
state mandated programs 
onto the local taxpayer and 
counties.
 
Reagan contends that putting the "Property Tax Relief" 
law (SB 90) clause requiring the 
state to pay for any of its 
mandated programs on the county level into his con-
stitutional 
amendment will  force the state to pay for all its 
new 
programs. 
But by using a "disclaimer 
clause,"  recent state legislation 
requiring county level programs have been
 made exempt 
from the SB 90 requirement. 
Reagan was pressed hard by KNTV 
newsman
 Don 
Hayward as to whether his 
tax initiative was a "stepping 
stone" to the White House. 
Reagan said his initiative was
 the end of six years of trying
 
to 
come up with a tax relief law. He 
said he is giving no 
consideration to 
the 1976 Republican nomination
 for 
president or running for a third











 ANGELES - The California State 
University Board of Trustees approved 
the joint exercise of power agreement 
for Spartan Stadium Wednesday. 
The move sets the stadium expansion 
plans in motion after an approval of 




 approval includes: a 
site  






































 were new 
regulations  








 a degree. 

































 from a 
program 
















Associated  Press 
SACRAMENTO  - The group formed 
to back Gov. Reagan's
 controversial 
Proposition
 1 tax control plan reported 
yesterday
 it has received
 1435,327 in 
contributions.
 
In a report 
filed with the secretary of 
state's 
office, Californians for 
Lower  
Taxes said the
 money came from 
23,489  
persons and the 
average  contribution 
was $18.53. 
There 




from opponents of the 
plan, banded together
 under an 
organization 
called  Citizens Against the 
Tax Initiative. 
Earlier
 this month, Mike 
Abramson, 
vice president
 of the campaign
 
management
 firm of Whitaker and 
Baxter, 
said his firm had received 




Proposition 1, including 
$50,000  con-
tributions
 from the California Teachers 





Baxter  have been hired 










By Debbie Block 
Fees will increase
 from $1,100 to a 
maximum
 of $1,300 per academic year 
for foreign and out-of-state
 students as 
a result of 
action  taken by the 
California State University and 
Colleges Board of Trustees at a July 
meeting. 
On a unit basis, these non-resident 
students taking 15 or more units will 
pay a maximum of $650 a semester. 
Those 
carrying 14 or less units will dish 
out $43 per unit. 
California
 residents will continue to 
pay $83 when 
taking 12 or more units. 
According 
to
 Dr. Philip Persky, 
foreign student 
adviser,  the hike 
violates a resolution made by the 
trustees in 
November 1970. 
The resolution provided that the rate 
of tuition for full-time foreign students 
would






Coke,  another foreign 
student 




 is disobeying 
its earlier or-
der, the trustees 
believe  they are 
justified. 
"This time they think
 it s all right 
because 




The spiral began in fall 1970 when 
tuition climbed from the
 $255 ($8.50 per 








In fall 1971 
the tuition 
was  suddenly 
increased to 






 nobody had 
notice of the rise 




While increasing tuition has 
made  it 
harder for out-of-state students to at-
tend SJSU, this new rate signifies a 
500 
per cent increase in tuition fee for non -
Americans since
 1960. 
In the 1971-72 academic school
 year, 
foreign and out-of-state students were 






the same for all those coming 
to 
the campus from outside of 
California. 

















fixed,"  Dr. Persky
 explained. 
Both advisers




 could go 
even  higher. 
Dr. Persky
 said the 
day  will soon 
come 








education.  He said 
the
 $1,300 in 
tuition is about






But Dr. Persky claimed that as the 
cost of living goes up, so may the 
tuition.  
"I would expect 
it would go higher. 
As long 
as inflation continues, there will 
be increases in fees," 
Coke said. 
The enormous 1970 hike bred con-
fusion and 
dissention. An emergency 
Foreign
 tuition rising 













 for full 
time  foreign
 pupils 
per  school 
year  since 
1961 have 
been: 
Fall '61 - Spring '70 $255 
Fall '70 - Spring '71 
$600 





 '74 $1,300 
installment
 plan for paying
 fees and an 
unsuccessful
 court suit 
against  the rise 
followed. 
After
 much protest by 
students,  
administrators,  and 
politicans, the 
installment
 bill, authored by 
Assem-
blyman Willie 
Brown ( D-San Fran-
cisco), was
 approved by the 
state 
legislature,
 and signed 
into
 law. 
The plan allowed 
foreign students the 
complete 
1971-72
 school year and the 
fall 1972 
semester




 was the reason for the
 
installment
 plan. The trustees
 tried to 
compensate for 
making their increase 
without warning. 
This  time most 
students will 
know
 about it before
 
registering,"  Coke said. 
Although he 
admitted  another in-
stallment




Coke  said it 
is a prac-
tical idea. 
"It would  
help




with  $600 at once. 
Two  hundred 
dollars a 
month for three 
months  would 
be









Richard Such on 
behalf of SJSU 
foreign  students, 




students  did not 
find out 
about
 the rise in college
 costs until that 
summer.
 He also claimed
 the trustees 
had broken 
the earlier promise to them
 
not to 
raise  fees. 
In the case, 
San  Jose Superior Court 
Judge 
Vincent  Bruno ruled 
in favor of 
the board of 
trustees  and against the 
students on 
grounds that the 
court  







 the combined 
efforts of 
foreign
 students on 
all state 
university  and colleges,
 another law 
suit was filed
 in the 
Superior






 the tuition 
increase.  
The 











Dr. Persky said he 
knows of no 
movement  to appeal the court's
 
decision. He 
said  it would be very 
difficult to get the 
funds necessary to 
bring 
the  case up again. 


































































































































 any policy 
which  in effect 
allows
 massive 
industry  to 











































strike  may 
cause but 
knows 
the  dealers 




Comfortable and independent 
transportation has become so 
much a part of the American 
lifestyle. But people should not 
forget that gas station dealers 



















































































































































































































































































Legally,  the 
Spartan  
Daily  cannot 
get






























A.S. is to 
be
 regarded










































John  H. Bunzel.




 to the 
basic 
values of higher









 view which assumes
 that the 
evidence of any 
differences con-
stitutes evidence
 of inequality, 
which, in turn,
 IF presumed to be an 
indictment
 of democracy... Is this 
conceived
 in the fancy? . 
. . Is it 
extravagant 
travesty?  . . . Not 
entirely . . 
. Nor is it an en-
tertaining
 form of story
-telling  
carried on by dilettantes 
in the 





Prez. Bunzel must have 
a 10,000 
word vocabulary  or a very 
good
 
thesaurus. The sad 
part  is that he 
probably doesn't
 know the words to 
The Whiffenpoof Song." He hasn't 
been seen strolling in front of 
"Power Hall" singing it 
in har-
mony with noon bells  yet. 
But that's understandable. The 
president has a lot on his mind. 
After
 all, how many college 
presidents have to address several 
hundred prominent professors in 
New York on Friday about "new 
threats" to 
higher education and 
then return to campus Monday to 
face, of all things, budget 




 in New York, 
Dr. Bunzel said 
"The revival of 
tribalism disguised as pluralism 
Speak!  
The  Spartan 
Daily  will 
accept
 
letters or guest columns
 of any 
length
 from interested 
individuals
 
on or off campus.
 For quick and 




 to 10 inches, or about 350 
words. The 
editor reserves the, 
right to edit for taste, libel,
 space 
or style. The editor 
also reserves 
the right to cease 
publication on 
topics he feels 




may be brought to the 
Spartan
 
Daily in JC 208 
or
 sent care 
of the 
Department  of Journalism 
SJSU, San











if anyone can 




 she can join
 
Dr. 
Bunzel  the next time 
he decides 
to take
 a jaunt to 
New York. 
It 
sounds like an 
intellectualized 
racial 
slur to me. 
In his address
 to the 
SJSU  
faculty








he fears the 
"rise  of 
vulgarity 
as freedom." 
It appears Dr. Bunzel is 
suffering 
from a 
very different kind of loose 
mouth 
 one of rhetoric rather than 
frankness. Or maybe he is just 
trying to make Bartlett's 
Quotations. 
It was hoped Dr. Bunzel would 
use some of his vivid words in 
what
 
turned out to be the "junk" joint 
statement issued
 Tuesday con-
cerning budget negotiations. 
But the release, 
written
 by the 
"Local Agency Put Off Com-
mittee"




was  a classic example 
of the rhetoric
 of control rather 
than 
agitation.  
Word  had it the 
"joint powers" 
had their
 biggest pow 
wow ever 
Monday 































































wasn't  too 















The worst part is, the 
man  on the 
mower  had a peculiar smile
 on his 





















San Jose Mercury displayed this 
headline:  "Umpires Not Blind This 
Time." The story went on to say 
"In a switch on baseball tradition, 
a San Francisco softball contest 
will have sighted umpires and 
sightless players." 
You guessed




persons.  The 
reporter of the story







Meetings on the SJSU budget 
are being  held in secret by the 
A.S.  and President Bunzel. 
George Rede,
 editor of the 
Spartan Daily, was 
refused  ac-
cess to the budget meeting by A.S. 
president  Rudi Leonardi. 
I, 




 my right to 
know
 as 



















public in the 
greatest  sense of 


































































































creates  energy 
crisis  
The  energy crisis is 
second only 
to Watergate 
as the main topic of 
conversation  in 
America  these 
days. 
People 




 blackouts and 
brownouts
 and wonder if 
they will 
be able 
to Mid enough gas
 to get to 
and from their jobs every 
day. 
Our political 
leaders and the oil 
industry 
are  suddenly telling us 
that we will have to make "con-
cessions" in order to obtain 
the fuel 




 may serve 
to 
alleviate 
current  problems 
tem-
porarily, 
but  they will most 
cer-
tainly cause grave 
problems  in the 
future. 
One of the
 concessions we must 
be prepared
 to make is to lessen
 
support  of Israel in 
exchange
 for 
the oil in the Arab lands. 
King Faisal of 
Saudi  Arabia 
recently said his 
country  would not 
even 
consider  increasing its output 
of
 oil until the United States forced 
the Israelis out 




with this demand, 
Otto 
Miller,  chairman of the board 
of Standard Oil, sent a letter to the 
stockholders of that company 
Letters
 box 
Information under Rep. 
John  E. 
Moss  of California, was
 created to 
investigate
 charges of excessive 
secrecy in the 
executive
 branch of 
government." Either this com-
mittee  wasn't 
allowed  enough 
access or 







scandal  in 
the
 history of 
the
 United States. 
The various
 SJSU organizations 
need the





need  it now, 
not 
in the 
middle  or at the 
end
















































football,  is 








































































stating that America should 
reconsider its policies toward the 
Middle East situation and cool off 
its support of 
Israel,  to the dismay 
of many American Jews. 
Another concession we are being  
asked to make in the quest for 
more and more
 energy is en-
vironmental.
 
President Nixon said we must be 
prepared to relax our en-
vironmental standards in face of 
the energy crisis. 
More atomic power 
plants,  off-
shore 
oil drilling and horrendous 
oil pipelines are being proposed 
as
 
an answer to the energy shortage. 
The hazards to the 
environment 
from these projects
 are being 
played down
 and ignored because 
the 
need













 will serve 
only to eliminate 
it for a short time, 
at 
the price of a forcibly altered 
foreign policy and a more 
deteriorated 
environment.  
The fact remains that 
there  is 
only a limited amount of fuel left in 
the world and it is 
only  a matter of 
bad. If the
 students approve, it 
would be fantastic and I would 
love to see a good football team 
team here. However the questions 
are the right to know and the right 
of access. 
If you, the students 
of SJSU, are 
to know what is happening, your 




the "Law of Mass 
Communications": President  
Johnson, in signing 
the Federal 
Public Records Law, said that
 it 
sprang "from one of our most 
essential
 principles: a democracy 
works best when the people have 
all the 
information  that the 





pride  that the United 
States is an 
open society in which 
the people's 





about it, A.S. 
officers and 
President 
Bunzel,  what 













































before these resources are 
depleted. 
We've all heard 
the statistics 
about American consumption 
before, that is Americans make up 
only six per cent 
of the world's 
population yet we use more than 40 
per cent of its natural resources. 
With this 
in mind we should be 
very careful about using those 
resources we take from other 
countries. 
Aluminum can production, neon 
signs
 and cars that get six miles to 
gallon  are not wise uses of energy. 
If we are going
 to reasonably 
approach the energy problem  in 
America, measures are going to 
have to be taken to prevent the 
massive wastes of power we are 
seeing today. 
One such 
measure  was taken this 




 McCall ordered a 
blackout of commercial
 ad-
vertising and decorative electrical
 
lighting in the state. 
Bonneville 
Power  Authority in 
Oregon 
has estimated this will save 
210 million kilowatt 
hours  of 
electricity annually. This is the 
equivalent of the power 
produced  




action  shows 
the  kind 
of 
leadership 
needed to deal with 
power shortages on a 
short term 
basis. 
In the long 
run we should be 
looking to more intensified energy 
conservation efforts as well as 
research and 
development  of 
alternative sources such
 as 




now  in order to prevent a real
 crisis 
in the future, 
for who knows how 
much longer the other 
nations of 
the world






need to keep us in the style
 we have 
become 
accustomed  to. 
Spa rl an Daily 
Serving the




































































































































































































































questionable spring upper 
division representative 











yet been approvi by SJSU 
president John 
H. Byzel, no 
campus organizatio or 














organization meetings until 
the seats are 
filled. 
Those 11 seats were in-
validated after last spring's 
election by the A.S. 
Judiciary. The judiciary is 
expected to reconsider their 
previous decision at a noon 
meeting today. 
If 
the judiciary declares 
the election legal, the 
council  
will proceed to 
map plans for 
the 
semester  with a 
full  
council at the next
 meeting. 
Should the judiciary 
uphold last 
spring's  decision, 
the 
council
 will call for a new
 
election. 
The earliest week 
the new election could be 
held would 
be
 Oct. 9-12, one 
week after registration 
packets are 
turned  in. 
With
 so much in limbo, the 
council turned its attention 
to business unrelated
 to the 
budget and the questioned 
seats. 
Two resolutions were 




David  Pacheco, A.S. 
treasurer, 
will
 be sent  to 
Sen. Dale McGee and 
Congressman
 Dante Fascell 
in Washington, D.C. asking 
that 
congressional "hearings 
be held on the 
question of 
U.W. intervention in Chile .. 
. 
We object to 
military  and 
economic





resolution stated the A.S. 
supports a suit filed by the 
Socialist 




















movement  be 
"put
 to a 
halt." 
Revisions on two 
acts were 
approved by 
the council on 
the second 
reading.
 On the 
third 
reading,  the acts will 
be rejected or accepted by 
the council. 
Act 50 concerns the 
establishment of the A.S. 
Program  Commission, 





 of the 
student body. 
Act  42 deals
 with 
the  








members  for 
vartious
 committees,
 to be 
appointed 
by





 meets every 
Wednesday  at 3 p.m.,
 in the 
A.S. council
 chambers, third 
level of 








Operation of the 
Seventh 
Street bicycle
 lot has been 
temporarily  suspended 
because of the 
present 
budget freeze,





security disclosed that 
in the 
first 





















































goals  he 
ha.:  planned
 for the 












































































































































































































































with  the bike 
lot in 
operation, 




officials  are presently 
considering several more 
permanent alternatives to 
last year's roped off area. 
One of the alternatives is a 
series of super -safe bike 
racks e opposed to the at-
tendant operated lot. 
Ice cream 
now available to 































































































































































Columbia 10 -speed bikes 
Guess 





The jar is approximately 81/4" 
high 




 with Swingline 
Tot  
staples. (Look for the 
clue 











 mends. Only 
98s
 with 1,000 
staples











are  only S1.98*. 
And the Super
 Cub- sta-


















 only S2 67' 
Fill in 
coupon









 arid received 
by 







 Prizes awarded 
to en-
tries 
nearest  actual 
count  In 






 state and local 
laws 
Void 
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 can be 
closed 
except








ditional  food 




 in labor 
costs," 
he

















the  ice 
cream 
counter








 to 4 
p.m. on Friday. 
September 28,





A "second chance" 
program 
will be offered to 









 is designed 
primarily for those whose 
education 




Blaha, coordinator of 
the 
program, gives two prime 
advantages































































 on a charge
 of 
killing a Los Gatos
 priest will 
begin 
Oct.




 C. Randall 
Schneider,
 with the 
trial  
scheduled for Oct. 
17.  
Mullin 





Grand Jury Aug. 28 in the 
slaying of the Rev. Henri 
Tomei, who was beaten and 
stabbed to death last Nov. 2 
in the confessional of St. 
Mary's Church in  Los Gatos. 
Mullin 
was  transferred 
last Friday from the state 
prison medical 
facility  at 
Vacaville 
to the Santa Clara 
County jail for his trail. He 
is 
confined in the 
same second 
deck observation cell where 
he was lodged for two earlier 
court appearances. 
During those appearances, 
he 
was sentenced to con-
current life terms for two 
first -degree murders and 
consecutive 
five -years -to-life 











 the needs 
of 
the




 in the com-
pany








identity  and 
nourish 
academic  as well 
as 
social 



























 students who 
have children, a 
household to 
manage
 or a part-time 
job.  
Classes meet 
Monday,  on 
Wednesdays  and Fridays
 







tained by calling 
298-2181,
 









Special Student Rates 














clean  up 
the Genesee River. 
With the aid of a few 
thousand  pounds of microorga-
nisms, we're helping to solve the water pollution problem in 
Rochester. Maybe the solution can help others. 
What we did was to combine two processes in a way 
that gives us one of the most efficient water -purifying sys-
tems private 
industry
 has ever developed. 
One process is 
called "activated sludge," developed 
by man 
to accelerate nature's microorganism
 adsorption. 
What this 
means  is that for the 
majority  
of
 wastes man can 
produce, there 
is an organism 
waiting somewhere that 
will 
happily assimilate 
it. And thrive on it. 
The breakthrough 
came  when Kodak scientists found 
a way to combine the activated sludge process with a trickling 
filter process and optimized the combination. 
We tested our system in a pilot
 plant for five years. 
At Kodak, we were 
working
 on environmental improvement 
long before it made headlines } And the pilot project worked 
so well, we built a ten -million -dollar 
plant that can purify 
36 -million gallons of 
water  a day. 
Governor 
Rockefeller  called this "the biggest volun-
tary project undertaken by private industry in support of 
New York State's pure -water 
program."  




 because we're in business to 
make a profit and clean
 water is vital to our business. But in 
furthering our own
 needs, we have helped 
further
 society's. 
And our business 
depends on society. 
We
 hope our efforts to cope with 
water pollution will 
inspire 
others to do the same 




 with them We 
all  need clean 


























meeting  today 
to 
discuss plans 
for a program 
that 


























 that is 






























































































puses, but also 
courses  that 
were
 thought impossible
 for a 
single 
campus
 to undertake 
because  of the 
magnitude  of 
the 
subject or the distance
 
factor. 
It is hoped that 
chain -
cooperation
 will enable 
extensive  use of 
television 
and
 film instruction and the 
utilization of 
teaching  ex-




























































 are a 
few

















reports lEIRsi published by 
the Santa Clara County 
Flood 
Control
 and Water 
District are now available 
for the public 
to review at 
county
 and San Jose city 
libraries, the district has 
announced.
 
Copies of draft EIRs will 
be placed in the branch 
libraries nearest proposed 
porjects, giving 
the  public a 
chance to review the 
proposal. 
Notices of Completion will 
also be posted at these 
libraries, informing 
the 
public that an EIR has been 
written on a proposed
 
project and is 
available  for 
review 
at
 the reference desk. 
After public comment 
on
 a 
district EIR is 
received, a 
final EIR will
 be issued and 









additional  source 
of 
information
 is a 
newsletter  
which 
















offer is a 
telephone
 sticker 
which  lists 
two
 information 
numbers  in 
the Student 
Union  or in the 
Administration























 since the 
project's 












will be the 
subject 














According to Doug Bud -
dell, vice president 
of the 
sponsoring 














 Norton, a 
specialist
 on the U.S. Con-
stitution, will 
speak  in favor 
of the 
question.  
Dr William T. McCraw 
will pri:Pri.
 the dissenting 








 and politics  
of Europe. 
The debate 
will be timed, 
but 



















 lessons will 







































prior to their first lesson. 
They must also be able to 
speak fluent 
English.  
There is no age 
limit,
 but 
Darland explained that 
applicants 
nearest
 to high 
school age will be the first 
chosen. 
For those interested in 
the 
free lessons, meetings will 
be held Oct. 3 and 4 at 2:30 








 classic "All the 
Young Dudes" to 
their newest 
album,
 "Mott," the glittering 
outrageousness
 of Mott the 
Hoople
 has never failed 
to cause a commotion.
 With anthems like "Whizz
 
Kid," "Hymn
 for the Dudes" and 
"Honaloochie 
Boogie.  "Mott is out 
to
 make Hoople-philes 
of us all. 
"Mott" and "All the
 Young Dudes." 












Boogie/Hymn  For The 
Dudes  
Drivin  Sister/Ballad






Its poung Outirs 
thownonlOur. yr., 
Ilwillnys
















 Valley Fair & 
Emporium  
Appearing






Persons who cannot 
attend the meeting 
may go to 
the 
IS




hosts  a bi-linguol presentation 
Student-D.J.






 Latin music, 
Jesus
 Orosco, 
a pre -law 
student at 
SJSU, has 











 accomplishes his 
task by 
broadcasting  in 
English









His  9 p.m. 
to midnight 
stint,  "El 
Malote",  also provides a 
musical bridge
 between his 
Latin and non -Latin
 
listeners.
 An ancillary 
purpose of the show is to 
provide public access 
to the 
radio medium. 
-Music is a definite bridge 
between  cultures," says 
Orosco. "If you can un-
derstand 
a person's music 
you'll understand 
his  way of 
life better."  
"I play Latin rock, jazz 
and traditional numbers, " 
and before each one I 
try to 
explain the origins
 of the 
rhythms and the 
background  
of the 




















relevant to the 
Latin popula-








mands audiences not only
 in 
the Bay Area but also in 
Santa Cruz and Salinas. 
At 
SJSU  Orosco has been a 
member of the 
Movimiento  
Estudiantil de Aztlan 
Chicano, 
La
 Raza Unida and 
did some broadcasting for 
the campus radio station, 
KSJS, where he learned of 















































The scheduled showing of a 
sexually  explicit movie on the 
Stanford University campus has been 
cancelled  because of 
threats from the Santa Clara County Sheriff's vice 
squad to 
bust it. 
The film, "Behind the 





 director of the Associated Students Sunday 
flick program, said he anticipated no problems
 when 




 to the Santa Clara County Sheriff's vice squad, 
the 
"Green Door" is an obscene movie and its showing would 
result  in art ests and prosecutions. 
NOW IN PAPERBACK! 












 of the teachings








A TOUCHSTONE BOOK  $2.95 
PUBLISHED 






September 28, 1973, Page
 5 
HURRY!
 BUY NOW FOR 
CHF IISTMAS, SCHOOL, 
EXERCISE OR PLAIN FUN, al 
PAY LATER -CHARGE IT! 







direct -to- you clearance 

















When you start talking to 
Santa Clara







(perhaps  by 
previous 
knowledge
 of his 
success),  
and a bit 
skeptical  of what 
will 
transpire.  











you may have been speaking 









From 13 swimmers in 1951, 
Haines has built one of the 
most 
successful  and winning 












"First,  at the start 
of 
the year,




they'll  be 
doing 
(timewise)
 in the 
finals at 
the end of 



















have a feel for
 the peaking or 
tapering period. I'm 
not 
saying I know 
the secret, but 
I've been 
lucky." 




 sent 44 swimmers to the 
Olympic trials in 
1972,  
placing 15 in the 
finals
 and 
nine on the Munich -bound 
team. 
"I've kept track of 
workouts 
and have studied 
the 
times  from year to year, 
and I use that in evaluating a 
swimmer's peak period," 
said Haines, 
"and  we gear 
the peak or taper to the 
finals. 
"The Los Angeles 
Invitational was a crucial 
taper 
period,"  continued 
Haines, "we required a 
precise training schedule 
during those weeks." 
Haines has been selected 
to serve as the United States 
Olympic swimming coach 
for the last four Olympiads, 
and the list of pupils under 





Mark  Spitz, 
Donna  
deVarona  and 
Brian
 Job. 
The SC coach 
has been 
criticized in the past for his
 
methods of 
coaching,  but 
according
 to him, "I've 
only
 
had one problem, 
and that 
was 
with the father 
not  the 
swimmer." 

























"The  parents' 
influence  
over a 














has someone pushing them, 
but the key is not too much. 
It's important for them to be 
there 
whether  they win or 
they lose." 
The 1968 team composed of 
Spitz, Schollander, et.al, still 
remains to Haines as the 
most 
dominant  team he has 
ever coached. 
"No team may ever 
dominate 
world  swimming 
again the way we did in 
1968," reflected 
Haines,  "but 
in two years,
 we should have 
one of 










sidering his 1973 team 
won 
the 




last month in Louisville, 
Ky.  
The 
men's  team title is 
pending a decision on an 
alleged
 ineligible swimmer 
charge, and
 if found 
for  

















try  to 
teach them to have
 a goal, an 
educational objective 
and  to 
be a 
good
 citizen," said 
Haines.  
"If  they succeed,
 then you 
have a good





















 and their 
opponents
 from the 
U.S. 
Naval 
Academy,  Monterey 
was  a contest 






The home team won the 
match 2-0, 
shooting  no fewer 
than 41 goal attempts
 
compared 
to Navy's four. 
Many  Spartan shots were
 





 first half, 
Tony Rosa was tripped in 
front of the Navy goal. With 
nine minutes remaining, Ken 
Davis successfully shot the 
penalty  kick for the only 
Spartan point of the half. 
At the end of the half, the 


























































percentage  of 
goals 












 the score 
was too 
low  and the 











































CRAIG KIMBALL, quarterback for the "Spartan 
Machine," will lead the SJSU offense against a tough 
Stanford defensive squad tomrnorrow afternoon at Stanford 
Stadium. Kickoff is set for
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end of the first half when Joe 
Garrotto 
successfully  booted 
a pass from Paul Smith. In 
the second half 
both  teams 
saw their share of ball 
handling, with the 
junior 
Spartans threatening often. 
Neither 
team
 was able to 
score. 
So far the junior-booters 
have posted a 
2-0-2 season 
record. 





















 will institute what
 
he calls a "Share 
Program" 





groups  that sell tickets 
to the 
Stanford  and Chico 
matches will 
receive half of 
the proceeds. 
Community  
groups  include local high 
schools and the 
Metropolitan 
Police
 Athletic League. 
Menendez said he began 
the 
program
 for three 
reasons, "To 
increase  in-
terest in soccer, to increase 
our budget 
and to increase 
the budget of those groups 
participating."
 Menendez 
expects a large crowd 
for 
tonight's  kick-off. 
Part of the reason for the
 
expected big turnout is that a 
so-called 
"big name" school 
is participating.
 However, 
the fact that many 
com-
munity  groups have par-
ticipated
 in ticket sales
 
should also be a factor. 
Spartan 'poloists




By Tim Robb 
Four Spartans
 headed the 






in the World 
University
 Games recently 
held in Moscow. 
Representing 
SJSU M the 
games were 
senior  forward 
Brad Jackson,
 Ed Samuels, 
now assistant
 varsity coach 
and graduates John 
Gebers  















coach for the 
U.S. squad, 










was the first time 
the United States sent a 
water polo team to the World 
University Games," Walton 


























































seeing  a water 
polo 
poster. 





































may  have 
done
 the best 




Hamann was named out-
standing goalie 
of the games 
for his brilliant play. 
Walton 
explained  this was a par-
ticularly high 
honor  since, 
"traditionally the Eastern 




as the best in the world." 
The U.S. only lost games to 
the Russian and Cuban 
teams, gold and silver  
medalists respectively. 
Walton described the 
emphasis  on water polo in 
Russia as 
"unbelievable." 
"In a two block area they 
had six 50-meter pools being 






With a listless practice 
Wednesday and injuries to 
key
 personnel, the "Spartan 
Machine" may squeak a 
little bit when it faces a 
winless Stanford team 
tomorrow
 afternoon at 
Stanford. 
Rogers, very disenchanted 
with the workout Wed-
nesday, must 
also face the 
task of replacing injured 
Spartan regulars Dave 
Wasick,  dt 
(infected  boil), 
Emmanuel 
Armstrong,  lb 
( injured hip) and Robert 
Evans, rb ( fractured wrist). 
The Cards were badly 
beaten two weeks ago by a 
powerful Penn State squad 
20-6 and lost last week to 
fourth ranked Michigan 47-
190. 
SJSU won its season 
opener 14-12 over Santa 
Clara University, then beat 







score  of 24-6. 
Tickets are still 
available
 
in Room 102 of the 









 and $6 reserved 
seats. 
An SJSU ticket booth will 
be open 11:30 to 
1:30  at 
Stanford















Italian Dinners and Pizza 






























leges, and 750 
high  




















everybody is getting 
into photography 





stories,  nature stories 
portraits you may 
even 




 Or a telescope 
You also know 
that everybody has 
his own idea 
about  which camera is best That s why its important 
for you to 
know  about the Canon F-1 Because 
its
 the 
system camera that s fast becoming the favorite of 
professionals And the new status symbol among
 




















have for a picture the 
F-1  has the
 
equipment to make 
sure you
 get it 
Because it was conceived from the  beginning as a 
system,  it works as a 









use  with the F-1 
body you wont 
have the feeling that something
 has been 
tacked  on 
What s more the F-1 is comfortable 
to handle 
Years of research went into the design of the F-1 body 
and placement of controls so your fingers fall 
naturally 
into place You II appreciate
 
this  comfort 




 also an important 
thing to keep in mind if you re 
investing  in a camera 
you plan
 to 
keep a long time 
Canon has 
been
 in the optics industry over 37 
years We make microscope
 equipment,  amateur and 
professional movie cameras and TV lenses Its this 
experience that helps make our still cameras the 
best 

















Canons other SLR 
cameras
 like the FTb 
and TLb 





film loading a wide range of lenses and the same 
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organization,  The 
National 
Institute



























































































 I sould 
just  continue 
doing 











 listen to you
 and 
gegin  to like 
what you 
produce." 
This must be 
the case. 
Harrison has had more than 
100 of his
 works published. 
He is also the recipient of a 
Rockefeller
 Foundation 
grant that sent him to Korea 
and Taiwan for








 asked me how 
I had  become 
a Chinese 
musician,"
 he jovially 
said,  
"I told her that 
that was a 
chance
 you take 
when  you 
raise a boy 
on Persian rugs 
and teke."






























Part  of this 
attitude 
prompted 
















nominated  Ravi 



















organization.  That 
















 of the 














 to get 










have  a very 
hard  time." 
He 
spoke  of 10 years 
spent 
in New 
York  in the 1940's and 
50's when he 




I received a 
grant from the 
Institute. It gave me time to 






















































































































"Wind  in 
the  
Forest"


































By Nils Peterson 
Special to 
the Daily 
Editor's note -- 
Nils 
Peterson is an associate 
professor of English at 
SJSU.  The editors of The 
Reed, SJSU's only literary 
magazine, asked Professor 




Review "Reed"? Sure, I 
said, confident that it 
would  
be 
pleasureable  and easy. 
Pleasureable it was. Easy - 
no. 
I like it. First impressions 
are important. 
The 
illustrations, front and back, 
attract and
 pull one in, make 
one want to 
touch.  Riffling 
through 
the  pages, I find the 
photographs  and 
drawings 
are haunting,
 sad, strange, 
interesting
 - all interesting, 
and 
that is no little ac-
complishment. 




61, and the amusing nude 















pluck a tuneless joist 
Sometimes 
they  come as 
images, rather than as part 
of a readily 
apprehensible  
voice - 
a series of single 





 But the 
voice is 
here




 There is 
the 




 rhythms of 




 David Reynolds, and 
Bill Swanson. 
Poems I like in particular 
are "Michael's Mother,"
 
"the duration of a short 
weakness," "Red
 River 
Pastimes," "The Interior 
Sea," "Sometimes I 
Think," 
''Nightwood" (a delightful 
wildness out of Rousseau), 
"The Executioner's Break-
fast," "My 
Mother  the 
Moon," "The Winter 
Madness
 Poet," and 
"Finish." 
I don't dislike any of the 
poems, and 
still,  another 
reading would 
change this 
list  around. 
The stories seem less 
experimental,
 less open. 
This is 




 I liked best the 





second  section 
(one
 of three 
dream 
sequences)
 which has a 
sensuous, sad,
 realness in 
dealing










of boy and 
woman (though





Arts  poetry 
In an effort to represent 
all the arts on the Fine 
Arts page this semester, 
we are planning to 




member is invited to 
submit poetry to this 
page. 
, Shorter poems have 
the 




 poem will be cut. 
The Fine Arts Editor 
, retains the right to reject 
any poem submitted to 
him. Poems 






 be p.m. on weekdays. 
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 Under neu management 
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and you get it hack
 
if the 
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11th 













middle-aged), the realness 
of the boy's voice in Fred 
Handsfield's "Trapped 
Under the Bigtop," the good 
gimmick in Ian Sutherland's 
"The Stimulant",  and the 
strong
 sensibility and 
realness of the physical in 
Marla Burns' "Airoh." 
Reed has fine people doing 
good things well. It is worth 
your money,





.  111 
 7. 
$1e.% 








eight panels in the SJSU's 
concert hall with geometric 
abstractions of musical 
modes,  and a promise to 
write the music for an 





































 can get credit 
It is almost time for 
ski  
enthusiasts
 to begin 
brushing the 
cobwebs  from 
their Kneissl's or K 2's as 
those first
 snow clouds form. 








 the slopes. 
This 
semester,  for the first 
time, 
co-ed Skiing for Credit 
class, 
sponsored
 by the 
Men's Physical Education 
department 
is
 being offered 
to students who are in-
terested 
in learning or 
furthering their 
skiing  skills. 
Cost 




enrolled in the class. 
The course, however, may 
not be as easy 
as
 it sounds. 
Students 
are required to 


















"The Imaginary Invalid," 
a comedy by Moliere, opens 
tonight at 8 in the campus 
University Theater on Fifth 
and San 
Fernando  streets. It 
will also play tomorrow 
night. 
Tickets are 
available  at 
the theater box office 
and at 
the door. Admission is $1 for 










 garage where you can 
make  your own 
repairs.  
Substantial discount on parts. 
Veterans say it's like the 
Base auto hobby center. 
CHIEF'S U-FIXIT AUTO CENTER, 
140 Lewis
 ltd












































Market  in 











craftsmen dressed in 16th 
Century 
English  costumes 
recreating the
 days of Queen 
Elizabeth L 
Located in Oak 
Forest 
near Novato, 
and lined with 
shops of all descriptions, the 
faire presents


























Ltd.,  the Faire is 
based  upon 
faires, fetes 
and  market-
places of Medieval and 
Renaissance England. 
The Faire
 remains open 
from 10 
a.m. to 6 p.m. daily 
with a $3.75 
admission.  It can 
be reached
 by taking 
High-
way




















just  a 
cheap checking
 account. 
College Plan is 
a whole new idea for 
college students 
from
 Bank of America. 
First off, you'll 
get the COLLEGE 
PLAN CHECKING ACCOUNT with 
unlimited checkwriting
 privileges, and no 
minimum balance 
requirements.  All for 
only 1 a month, and the 
summer is free. 
That's cheap. 




credit card whose 
identification 
feature  can help you cash 
checks even
 where you're not
 known. 
You can
 even use it to charge your tuition 
NT& 
m   1,01C
 
at state









 application has been 
approved, 
Instant  Cash automatically 
deposits the 
necessary  funds - 
up
 to a pre-
arranged





























 no safer 
place  for your 
savings than 






Over  thirty of 
our  college 
banking  offices 
are now
 employing 
students  as Repre-
sentatives. They
 have been 
especially  
trained
 to counsel students
 on money 





 student problems 
and can 
save
 you time when it comes
 to solving 
them. In other
 offices a Bank officer 
will be happy to help. 
Come in and find 
out about this 
unique College Plan Program. It's a lot 
more than 
just
 a cheap checking account. 
And 
no other bank has it. 
College
 Plan available  
only  at 




Second eis San 
Carlos  Office. 

















By Lori Raub 
The colorful garments 




 belonging only to Jimi Hendrix,
 raced rapidly across 
the guitar strings.
 Electrifying, yet real,
 Jimi Hendrix 
touches the lives of 
those who never really 
got to know him 
and 
those who thought 
they did in a newly
-released 
documentary
 film, "Jimi Hendrix."
 
According to Producer
 Joe Boyd, the 
documentary  of the 
late star's
 life and musical 
career
 is the only one 
to
 be 
authorized  by the 
Hendrix
 estate, from 
which  he had full 
cooperation.
 
Twenty interviews were used, 
including discussions by 
such musicians as Eric Clapton and 
Peter  Townshend, 
Hendrix's business associates, and many personal friends. 
"Jimi 
changed
 the sound of a 
guitar,"  said 
Townshend,
 
"He made it into an 
instrument."  
From
 "jamming" in the 
Army to touring with




Marquee  Club in '67 
to Wood-
stock in 
'69, Hendrix became 
not only a rock star
 but a man 
with  joys and 
depressions,  fears 
and
 shortcomings. 
The more money you 
make,  the more blues 
you
 can sing," 
claimed the rock 
super star. 
Not only does the 
film
 invite the audience
 to tour with 
Hendrix, but
 to experience 
what
 went on in the 
mind of a star 
who believed 
his  music just 
wasn't
 enough. Jimi 
performed  
playing
 his guitar with 
his teeth or behind




 looking away 
somberly.  
The whole world 




 as a Black man
 communicating 
with a 
predominantly  White 
audience,  had his 
goals  and his phases. 
"He just 
slipped  into the wrong 
tube,"  explained a 
personal  
friend and musician 
after Hendrix's death 
in 1970. 
But his 
artistry  is something that
 cannot be disputed. 
The  
two-hour documentary
 brings you the 
experience  Jimi asked 
for when he cried, "Have you















marriage  on the 
rocks? 
Do you plan 
to marry and 
would 
like




If so, consider investing 
$1.95 in the paperback copy 
of "Open Marriage" by Nena 
and Dr.
 George O'Neill. It 
may be the best 
investment 
you ever made. 
A fast -reading,
 mind -




into  the institution of 
marriage, pointing out 
how 
various outdated,
 but still 
practiced notions hamper its 
success in today's dynamic, 
technological
 society. 
Some people reject 
marriage  on 
the grounds 
that
 it's a cultural carryover
 
from medieval
 times, when a 
woman  had no choice but to 




it can succeed 













sure-fire  rules 
on how to 
govern a 





will  show 
"Where
 Does it Hurt" 
tonight at 7 and 10 p.m. at 






in the City 




hard  rock 
band,  will 
headline 
tonight's
 8 p.m. 
concert at 






 in San 
Francisco. 





tomorrow at 8 
p.m., are Joe 







formances may be pur-
chased at all Ticketron 
outlets and are
 $4 in advance 
and 
$4.50  at the door. 
BLOSSOM





















rather a new 
way  of looking 
at this 
centuries -old in-





much  care, 
thought  and 






means  an honest 
and open
 relationship bet-
ween two people, based on 
the equal
 freedom and 
identity of both 
partners." 
In exploring this theme, 
the authors attack






Big Band, composed of 17 
freelance jazz musicians, 
will 
perform
 at San Fran-
cisco's
 Great American 





day nights from 9 p.m. to 
1:30 a.m. 
Although normally ap-
pearing at New 
York's  The 
Village Vanguard every 
Monday night, the band 
recently toured Russia and 
Japan. Its visit to San 
Francisco will be the first in 
five years. 
Tickets are $6 at the door. 
consider to be the 

















 the home 
can 
trigger  a 
dying  







Instead,  what 
must  
be achieved is 
a mutual 
understanding





According to the 
O'Neills,  
marriage 
is not a 50-50 
agreement,  but a 
100-100 
relationship






Noted blues act, Sonny 
Terry and 
Brownie McGhee, 
will perform tomorrow and 
Sunday at 2:30 p.m. at the 








since the 1940s. McGhee has 
long been considered a top 
blues guitarist and singer, 




 playing and 
vocals since 
the two joined 
forces. 
Rocking '50s,  
surfing
 '60s 
theme for concert at Civic 
"The 
Rocking
 '50's and 
the Surfing 
'60's"






Papa Du Run 
Da Run, - 
Daddy -0, and
 Elvis Duck 
at
 San Jose Civic
 Auditorium. 
The event
 begins at 7:30





at San Jose Box
 Office, Peninsula
 Box Office, 
Los Altos 
Box Office 
and all Macy's 
stores. Tickets 





 to help LIZ,
 an organization
 named 
for  a 
paralyzed, five 
year old girl. 
partner  is free to pursue his 
interests and profession. 
"Knowing 
and fulfilling 
yourself along with your 
partner in 
open  marriage, 




 becomes a voyage 
of discovery," they said. 
"Not only is it challenging, 
but it 
prepares us to flow 
with change. It offers you the 
possibility of elation as  
opposed to mere con-
tentment." 
September





















WEDNESDAY FLICKS THE LAST 
PICTURE SHOW" 
starring  Cloris 
Leachman,
 Ben
 Johnson. Cybill 
Shepherd WED. SEPT. 26, 7'30 
pm & 10 p m 50c Morris Dailey 
Aud presented by A.S 
EUROPEAN CHARTERS Several 
Schedules available Teachers 
Services 4626 Vista, Long Beach, Ca 
90003 433 1134
 
GUYS AND GALS! 
Join  a college age 





 dancers Small classes 
individual attention Beverly 
Eufrazie Grant, Dir. 241 1300 
IMPEACH  PRESIDENT 
NIXON? 




William McCraw & Dr 










Call 214 6515  































 241 6673 
Triumph
 '72 Spitfire S2100 00 or 
best 
offer 













best  offer. 
377-3150  
FOR  SALE 
Most 
melee  brands 01 quality 
stereo 
components  available at 







































BULBS  113.50, 
PATCHES  
ISc II UP,























VARIETY  7k 
EACH 
BROOKS,
 80 E San 
Fernando  I Blk 
from 
SJSU Phone
 192 0409 
BOOKS
 BOUGHT AND TRADED
 
Recycle Book Store





used books IL records in 
San Jose 
We specialize in 
Sc,
 
Fiction,  Social 





ENCLOSURES These are high 
efficiency. full 




 sound with any 
components Each enclosure has, 
12'  
Woofer.  II" Mid range 3" 
Tweeter Available in columns or 
bones 
1150 00 CALL 248 6264 









SUPPLIES  Open eves L weekends 
also
 complete selection of foreign  
domestic 
wines  IL beers 
1110DIEGA OF SPAIN




HOOVER  UPRIGHT VA. 510 Porta 
crib S13 




WINEMAKING EQUIPMENT & 
SUPPLIESOpen
 eves & weekends 
also complete 
selection or foreign 8. 
domestic  wines
 
& beers. Bodega 
Of
 
Spain 1040 N. 4th 295-743/ 




 will sell S380 resalable 
membership
 for SI50 Telephone 736 
9413 
B ETTER DEAL 3 Way STEREO 
SPEAKERS, in 
walnut,  super ef 
ficiency Has the
 12" Woofer, 8" 
Mid range, 3" Tweeter. These are 
ONLY
 


































 for rent 
54000
 per rno 





































































































S O R E 1
 San 














gentleman  A reel 
chance
 to find where you're at 
Please be 
patient
 when calling. 
I 
have a speech defect 2911 2300 after 5 
P 
ROOM
 FOR RENT.Modern, quiet 
haute in Willow Glen for serious 
student $70 rno plus util 267 3630 
Nick 
Female -to share apt. with 3 girls 2 






2 bedroom $170 -me. Trailer 
Furnished, 
bike to campus, near Tully & 









 St can be used as 
work studio 110
 
mu call 217 
7397  
ROOMS ACROSS THE CAMPUS. 
Boys







shared or 579 put Girls 192 S 





 newly decorated,  
apply after 4 pm col
 call 7/5 6514 
Male Student 










4311 S 5th 
St 
HOUSE FUSIN. For up to 4
 
7 bdrm 
Living L Dining, Garage E Reed 
St
 IS 10th Call 
246  3023 or 7195179 
DIJPLEXportly fare. 
Miro  Nice IL 
pot
 I bcIrm 265 5 
17th







































656 S 91h St 











 No 1 
1 BORM. 













 So 9th St . No 1 
QUIET
 UPSTAIRS 











APT Avail Oct I, 1973 
S100 




 289 9425 
ROOM FOR RENT $60 Mo M or F 
one block to campus call 2951436 or 
275 
8999 



















































 Int'd Call 






















26,  7 30 






























area  rates 111111 
incilidm  gold 8. 
white  album 60 
color prints
 of your choice 
full





 Extra full 
color  9 X 
10's SI 25 
each Staff of 20 
photographers
 Make
 an ap 
continent
 see our 
samples 
then  
decide  Open every 
evening
 until 10 








 TRIMS All Styles only 
St

























UNWANTED HAIR REMOVED 
PERMANENTLY














 Power to get 
things
 done 
Christenanda Center 35 5 4th 
792 
6359 
Psychic man & wile
 are
 giving classes 
on psychic
















 Lowest prices 
es 
highest 
quality  Nylon & gut 
strings  
tor tennis, badminton
 8. squash 
From 53 50 Call 
279 2654 
Think of yoga as energy. As mental 
energy Power




















 8. squash 
From 




 SOON? Well "It 























 to 24 months 
to 





 225 7262 tor information
 after 

























From page 1 
We 
gear  our boycotts in the direction that the union wants 
us to take then.," 
Ramos said. 
The
 United Farm Workers
 union first initiated




 Since then, they





 wineries in efforts to win union con-
tracts. 
"Safeway is 
a big buyer of grapes
 and lettuce," 
Ramos  
explained. 
"They  have 
more
 pull with the 
agricultural 
business  in 
California  than 
any
 other chain 
store. 
"So far, we've 
done  a good job 
boycotting
 them, but that 
gives little 
indication of what 
they'll do next. In 
spite of what 
we're doing, they are
 so huge that they 








complaint  against 
Safeway  is that 
they  
patronize 
growers  who have 
Teamster contracts
 or no 
contracts









According to the 
Oakland -based 








 doesn't want to be 


















 is to  make money




Ramos  said. 
However, the United
 Farm Workers 
union  believes 
Safeway





other unions and 
are trying to 








 aren't all 













 to stock 
grapes,"  in 
response to 
the  Center's 
pleas, Ramos






Many of the smaller 
markets, Ramos believes,
 are more 
sympathetic
 with the farm worker's
 plight because often 
their managers have 
had contact with farm labor. 
Splurge
 
The latest splurge 
in market boycotting by 
the  union 
started
 Aug. 13 when the strike 
was called off in the fields for
 
reasons
 of poor timing and violence, he added. 
"From what 
I understand if any economic damage is to be 
done from a field strike the strike has to begin right at har-
vest time. Once the harvest begins the growers have no 
problem recruiting 
strike-breakers,"
 Ramos explained. 
The violence he referred to reached a high point in the 
middle of August when two farm supporters (a 60-year old 
man who had  been with the union since the 1960s and a 24-
year old
 Yemenite ) were killed. 
Fortunately, only minor 
disagreements  with shopping 
center owners, the prime objects of 
the local outlet's 
picketing efforts, 
have brought any semblance of trouble to 
the San Jose Center, Ramos stated. 
The disagreements 
are  usually over the union 
supporter's  
right to peacefully assemble and picket. 
National Level 
Although  the union's cause
 has spread to a national
 level, 
including support 
and organization in 
agricultural  states 
such as 
Florida,  Arizona, Texas, 
Oregon  and Washington, 
the 
young
 Boycott Center 
organizer  maintains 
that
 San Joseans' 
can almost view
 the farm worker's 















 us. He 
said that he 
was paid $2 an 
hour, which 
isn't  bad for farm
 
labor. - but 
still  not enough 
to fwed a family.




overtime  pay and
 were 
sometimes 
cheated  out of their
 regular pay." 
Local problem 
Ramos said that while this is a 
local  problem, which can 
hopefully aid local
 citizens in their understanding
 of the 
problems of farm workers, the 
Boycott Center's main con-
cern now is 
pushing  to "win back the 
grape  contracts that the 
union lost," for that is 
where  "the union's biggest 
strength  
was for 
three  years." 
Although  the 
peak  grape 
buying  time 
has  passed 
and  the 
harvest  will end
 in a few 
weeks,  the 
grassroots  work
 load will 
again 
be
 upon the 
many  local 
















































































































see  Tom 
Alvarado  in 
the 
Office  of 
Veterans  
Affairs,  
Building  R 































 you queasy"' 
Chemistry make your 
head ache/ Most
 any sub-
ject can give you the 
blaahs if you don't 
under-
stand
 it That'swhereyour  










to help you keep
 up in  . 
Quickly
 
catch up with  
























From Front Page 
The student
 would be 
dismissed if he 
fails  to 
remedy his academic 
shortcomings 
Trustee approval was 










A mood to tighten 
moonlighting practices of 
faculty was dropped by a 
trustee committee after 








Earlier proponents of 
tighter 
restrictions  did not 
protest a rejection. 
The board 
also approved a 
new 
organizational policy 
which would allow 
large 
schools 
within  the 19 school 
system to increase the
 
number of 






Applications for twenty-six positions, either vacant or soon 
to be vacant on 11 San Jose city commissions, are currently 
being accepted by the city clerk's office, said City Clerk 
Frank Greiner
 last week. 
The 
deadline date, he said,
 would be Oct. 9. 
Application 
forms  can be picked up at 
City Hall, 801 N. 
First
 Street, Room 116. 
Appointments
 to the commissions 
are 
made by members
 of the city council, stated
 a city clerk 
spokeswoman.
 
Openings are available in the following commissions: 
Historic Landmarks Commission, 
Human Relations 
Commission, Fine Arts Commission, Housing Board, Board 
of Appeals on Public Nuisances,
 Affirmative Action Review 
Commission, Senior Citizens Commission, Youth
 Com-
mission, Civil Service Commission, Redevelopment
 Agency 
and Suggestion
 Award Commission. 
from the 
present
 six to eight. 
Other 
business  included 
the election of Dr. Alex C. 
Sherriffs,  education advisor 
to Gov. Reagan for the
 last 









expressed displeasure with 
the appointment of Sherriffs 
to the $40,320 a year job. 
Sherriffs was 
ousted as 




in the early 
1960's. 
The 
trustees  also 
agreed  to 
seek 
a 5.5 per cent 
pay in-
crease for 
faculty  in 1974-75. 
A 7.5 per 
cent  hike was 














 the tuition hike 
along
 with the 
high
 cost of 
living,















































































































5.   SeSVOn cOurSeS srnalier grOupS 
Unfirrldecl  tape
 leSSOPS fOr rewew 
CourSe rPater.al cOnStantly updated 
Horne sl,)av 
',Mena!










































 But Ng said 
the
 
students  will not fight
 the 
number









"I do not 































quite  a 































training under the current
 G. 
I. bill have not yet used these
 
benefits and time is running 
out for those discharged 
before June












not  apply to flight 
training or to 
on-the-job  or 
apprenticeship training. 
About 30 per 





































 $4 per 
hr. 
LOW 

















































BETWEEN CURTNER & CAPITAL EXPWY. 
Welcome.  And 
do come and
 get your 
Big  Red. The 
first 500 





get  Parker's 
famous  old-time
 Big Red pen
 free. 
Equipped
 with both 
ball
 point and felt 
tip filler. 
Or.








that  instead. 
Your choice 
of 
either  a 
shoulder





 also be presented 
with a special 
Hongkong  
Bank CSUSJ red check














 you at our 
San  Jose office 
come 














 in assets 
and 
over 300 branches in 
Europe,  Africa, Australia,
 
America and 
the  Pacific Basin.
 
We have a handy location in San Jose, 




 at South 
First and 
San Antonio. Our staff will be pleased to answer 
any questions you 
may have. 
Come in and start the school year properly, with 










 South First Street,




Jose  San 
Francisco   
Sacramento   Los
 Angeles  
Beverly  Hills  
Encino  
Carson
 
Member 
Federal
 Deposit Insurance
 Corporation 
